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Abstract. Ants communicate with each other by depositing a chemical called pheromone on the substrate while
they crawl forward. By this way, they follow their predecessor and large trail systems are built. Inspired by the
communication via chemical signals of ants, we have proposed a model to investigate the collective motion in
humans during an emergency. It is considered that pedestrians use some kind of virtual chemotaxis to find the
shortest way to the exit. This basic idea is implemented with the floor field model which is the most popular cellular
automata model. The dependence of the evacuation from a room on the virtual chemotaxis evaporating rate f and the
presence of the obstacle are investigated in this paper. The simulation results show that the increase in evaporation
rate has been seen to slow down the evacuation. Moreover, it is found that positioning the obstacles in the room
could lead to the phase transitions and decrease the evacuation time.
Keywords. Emergency; evacuation; collective motion; ant algorithm; cellular automata.
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1. Introduction
An emergency is an unusual and uncontrollable
hazardous event that exposes the society either totally
or partially to danger and distorts the social order and
structure. Fire, natural disasters, armed assaults and
bombings are some such possible daily events and the
evacuation of pedestrians in an emergency situation
is crucial. It is observed that pedestrians in an emergency situation exhibit collective behaviour. Collective
behaviour is the motion in which an individual unit’s
action is dominated by that of its neighbours and all
units simultaneously change their behaviour to a common pattern [1] and is observed not only in humans [2–9]
but also in macromolecules [10,11], bacterial colonies
[12–15], amoebae [16,18], cells [19–23], fish schools
[24–27], bird flocks [28–30], mammals [31–33], midges
[34] and ants [6–9,35–38].
Evacuation models can be classified into two types:
the macromodel and the micromodel. The macromodel
provides ease of calculation, but it does not tackle human
behaviour comprehensively and the results obtained
usually deviate from real data. In the micromodel,
human behaviour is investigated after considering all
kinds of evacuation factors such as the structure of the

building, number and size of exits, obstacles, etc. The
micromodel can be broadly divided into continuous and
discrete models. Social force model, introduced by Helbing et al [4] and improved by Lakoba et al [39], is a
commonly used continuous model. This model treats
an individual as a molecule in the fluid dynamics and
uses partial differential equations to calculate velocity,
density and flux. The lattice gas model [40–51] and the
cellular automaton [52–59] model are the most famous
discrete models.
Cellular automata (CA) has been adopted widely in
areas such as biology [60] and fluid dynamics [61] since
the 1940s when Neumann et al [62] studied biological
reproduction. In the CA model, space is divided into a
regular grid of cells and the set of these cells with their
values is named as floor field that is classified into two
types: static and dynamic floor fields. The static floor
field is the shortest distance to the exit and its value
does not change with time. As for the dynamic floor
field, it can be defined as the tendency of pedestrians
to follow each other. In cellular automaton simulations, the current state of a cell is determined by the
states of its neighbours, and Von Neumann and Moore
neighbourhood approximations have been commonly
used in the literature. Von Neumann neighbourhood
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comprises four cells that are orthogonally surrounding a
central cell on a two-dimensional square lattice (north,
south, west and east). As for Moore neighbourhood, it
is the set of all cells that are orthogonally or diagonally
adjacent to the region of interest and consists of eight
cells surrounding it (north, south, west, east, northeast,
northwest, southeast and southwest).
The CA model has been applied to the modelling
of emergency evacuation because of the similarities
between the evacuation and pedestrian dynamics.
Burstedde et al [52] investigated the transition from a
stable flow phase to a complete jamming by using a twodimensional CA. The choice of an evacuation route is
essential, so evacuation from a room with one or two
exits was studied [53,54]. Another approach based on
human behaviour was proposed by Yuan and Tan [55].
Zhou et al [56] investigated the influence of smoke
on pedestrians’ movement during evacuation in a fire.
By applying the floor field model, the exit choice in
rooms with obstacles and multiple doors [57], how to
change the pedestrian outflow with evacuees’ competitive behaviour and an obstacle [58], extended floor field
CA model [59], were studied.
Ants, termites and bees are the most common social
insects in nature. The ability of the colonies of these
social insects to function without a leader has attracted
the attention of scientists from different disciplines
such as computer science [63], communication engineering [64], artificial swarm intelligence [65] and
micro-robotics [66]. Shiwakoti et al [6] studied how
safe evacuation scenarios can be designed by using
the collective behaviour of other biological entities to
model the pedestrian movement and whether a vigorous model can be developed to explain the collective
behaviour of different biological entities in spite of
differences in size, speed and other biological features,
and proposed a mathematical model for modification
to simulate the collective traffic [7]. Ants are social
organisms, and so their behaviour, in certain ways, can
be compared to that of humans [67]. Considering this
analogy, in this paper, pedestrians trying to escape from
a room are simulated by the CA model by using ant
algorithm. The ants in a colony communicate with each
other by releasing a chemical, called pheromone, on
the substrate as they crawl forward so that they can
find the shortest route between their nest and a food
source. It has been shown experimentally that ants, in
general, follow the route where there is more concentration of pheromone. From this point of view, in this study,
each pedestrian will leave a ‘virtual pheromone’ on the
floor and after a while, the most preferred route will be
an ‘attractive force’ for the other pedestrians. Like the
ant pheromones [33,68,69], ‘virtual pheromones’ too
evaporate with time. If pedestrians pass through a certain
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site frequently, the possibility of a person choosing this
site increases. In contrast, if pedestrians pass through a
certain site rarely, the ‘virtual pheromone’ on it evaporates with some probability and the possibility of
choosing the site decreases.
The paper is organised as follows: In §2, the description of the model is given. This is followed by a
discussion of the simulation results in §3. Section 4 ends
with a short summary of the model and its simulation
results.

2. Model description
In our model, the room is a two-dimensional system
which consists of an L × L cell grid. Here L defines the
system size and is taken as L = 20. Each cell can be
either empty or occupied by no more than one pedestrian. In other words, each cell is designed as one-to-one
associated with an individual pedestrian. All pedestrians move synchronously and the movement can be only
from one cell to its unoccupied neighbouring cell per
time step.
2.1 The static floor field S
The square room is divided into many cells, the dark blue
cells represent the wall and the light blue cells show the
exit door, lying in the middle of the top wall of the room
(figure 1).
The static floor field S is the shortest distance to the
exit door and does not evolve with time. In order to calculate the value of the static floor field, the Euclidean,
Manhattan and Dijkstra methods can be used. The
Euclidean method is used for a room without obstacles

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the room (20 × 20).
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while the other methods are suitable for a room with or
without obstacles [70].
The Euclidean method is used to investigate the effect
of ‘virtual pheromone’ evaporation rate on evacuation
in a room without obstacles

Si j = (i c − i e )2 + ( jc − je )2 ,
(1)
where (i c , jc ) denotes the cell position and (i e , je )
denotes the exit position.
The Manhattan method is used to examine how
evacuation time changes in a room in the presence
of an obstacle. Each lattice site is assigned a constant value that is increased in the direction to the
exit. The corresponding floor field values are given in
table 1.
⎛

1,
⎜ 1 with probability 1 − f,
⎜
Probability = ⎜
⎝ 0.5 with probability 1 − f,

We assume that a cell can be 0 or 1 depending on whether
the site is empty or occupied by a pedestrian or has a wall
or an obstacle. If the cell is not occupied, then i j = 1.
According to this state of the cell, pedestrians can move
to this empty cell:
i j =

1,
0,

it is occupied or not occupied. Di j , the dynamic floor
field that is inspired by the pheromone trace of ants,
is a virtual trace left by pedestrians moving from one
cell to the other. Di j represents the amount of virtual
chemotaxis and is assumed to be 0, 0.5 or 1 depending
on f , the evaporation probability per unit time. Just like
a pheromone which is a chemical that evaporates, the
virtual trace gradually decreases according to the
following rules: if the cell is occupied by a pedestrian
at time t, then Ci j (t) = 1 if the pedestrian moves to
another cell, then Ci j (t + 1) = 0. A virtual chemotaxis is left at each cell that is occupied by a pedestrian;
if Ci j (t + 1) = 1, then Di j (t + 1) = 1. However, if
Ci j (t + 1) = 0, then the virtual chemotaxis evaporates
with the probability:

⎞
if Ci j (t + 1) = 1,
if Ci j (t + 1) = 0 and Di j (t) = 1; ⎟
⎟
or else Di j (t + 1) = 0.5
⎟
if Ci j (t + 1) = 0 and Di j (t) = 0.5; ⎠
or else Di j (t + 1) = 0

2.2 States
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According to these evaporation rules, when a cell
is not occupied by a pedestrian, the value of virtual
chemotaxis at time t + 1 decreases by – 0.5. On the
other hand, whenever a cell is occupied by a pedestrian,
the amount of virtual chemotaxis at this cell is set to
Di j (t + 1) = 1.

cell (i, j) is empty
cell (i, j) is occupied by a pedestrian or has a wall or an obstacle



2.3 The dynamic floor field D

2.4 Neighbourhood

As mentioned in §1, the ants in a colony
communicate with each other by depositing a chemical, called pheromone, on the substrate as they move
forward so that they can find the shortest route between
their nest and a food source. The state of the ant system is
updated synchronously at each time step in two stages:
position and pheromone updating, respectively [68,69].
In the first stage, ants are allowed to move and the positions Pi j (t + 1) are obtained at time t + 1 by using the
position Pi j (t) from the previous time step. In the second stage, the pheromone is allowed to evaporate and
(ph)i j (t) is updated to (ph)i j (t + 1). Finally, the new
configuration {Pi j (t + 1), (ph)i j (t + 1)} at time t + 1 is
obtained. In this work, Ci j and Di j are substituted for
position and pheromone, respectively. Ci j indicates the
state of the cell and equals 1 or 0 depending on whether

In CA, the current state of a cell is determined by
the states of its neighbours. Described in §1 in detail,
Von Neumann (figure 2) and Moore neighbourhood
approximations (figure 3) have been commonly used
in the literature. Moore neighbourhood is used in our
simulations.
2.5 Pedestrian movement
Each pedestrian moves to the target cell based on the
probability pi, j :
pi, j = N exp kD Di j exp kS Si j εi j .
Here, the static floor field Si j is the attraction of the
door, kS is the static floor field’s weight coefficient (kS ∈
[0, ∞]), the dynamic floor field Di j is the amount of
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Table 1. The static floor field values used to run
the evacuation.

Figure 2. Von Neumann neighbourhood.

Figure 3. Moore neighbourhood.

Figure 4. Target cells.

In each time step, each pedestrian chooses a target cell
(figure 4) according to the following rules:

virtual chemotaxis, kD is the weight coefficient of the
dynamic floor field (kD ∈ [0, ∞]), εi j is the occupation
number of the target cells and N is the normalisation
parameter for ensuring i j pi j = 1.

1. The adjacent empty cell with the highest probability pi, j is preferred.
2. If two or more neighbouring cells have the same
highest probability pi, j , the cell to which the
pedestrian prefers to move will be chosen at random.
3. When more than one pedestrian chooses the same
cell, who will be selected with equal probability
will be determined.
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Figure 5. Snapshots of the evacuation with N = 120, f = 0.1 and the time step is 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and 32,
respectively for figures 5a–5i.

3. Simulation results
Using the above model, the dependence of the
evacuation from a room whose size is 20 × 20 cells
on the virtual chemotaxis evaporating rate f and the
presence of the obstacle are investigated in this paper.
Initially, N pedestrians are randomly distributed in the
room and each pedestrian chooses a target cell randomly
based on the moving probability pi, j for every time
step.
Figure 5 shows the snapshots of the evacuation where
parameters are set as f = 0.1, N = 120 and the time
step is 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and 32. The static
floor field (S) values of the cells are calculated by the
Euclidean method.
The randomly distributed locations of the
pedestrians in the initial configuration turn towards
the exit and it is observed that the number of
pedestrians in the room decreases at each time
step.

Figure 6. The relation between the chemotaxis evaporating
rate and the time step of the evacuation in different initialised
pedestrian numbers with values from 0 to 100. Red, dark blue
and green lines stand for f = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9, respectively.
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Figure 7. Snapshots of the evacuation with N = 120, f = 0.1, asymmetric obstacle and time step 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28
and 32, respectively for 7a–7i.

3.1 Virtual chemotaxis evaporating rate

3.2 Obstacle

The evacuation dynamics are analysed under
different virtual chemotaxis evaporating rates: f = 0.1,
0.6 and 0.9 which are represented by red, dark blue and
green lines, respectively (figure 6). Using this application, we aim to present the evacuation of pedestrians
from a large room with reduced visibility, e.g. due to
lights being switched off or smoke. It must be noted
that the selection of such a rate has a slight influence on
the evacuation time when the pedestrians are familiar
with the exit. In figure 6, we can see that the evacuation time step decreases with the decrease in the
chemotaxis evaporating rate f. When f is small, ‘the
instinct of following’ produces a repulsive effect on the
pedestrians moving towards the exit and the evacuation
ends at an earlier time step. Besides, it is worth noting
that the greater the number of initialised pedestrians,
the more the effect of virtual chemotaxis evaporation.
The possible reason for this result is that pedestrians
leave virtual chemotaxis in most of the cells in higher
densities.

Obstacles are expected to modify the trajectory of
pedestrian movement during the evacuation. Thus, the
Euclidean method, which is used for a room without
obstacles, is not suitable and the static floor field needs
to be recalculated by the Manhattan method. The corresponding floor field values are shown in table 1.
Figure 7 shows the snapshots of the evacuation where
the parameters are set as f = 0.1, N = 120 and the
time step is 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and 32. The static
floor field values S of the cells are calculated by the
Manhattan method and are given in table 1. It is seen
that the presence of two-part four units asymmetrical
positioned obstacle provides an order on the edges of
the obstacles and prevents the pedestrians from being
jammed.
As shown in the graph of figure 8, the effect of
variation of evaporation rate f on the evacuation belongs
to the asymmetrically positioned obstacle and the rate
of pheromone evaporation seems to be effective from
the values of low pedestrian density.
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Figure 8. The relation between the chemotaxis evaporating
rate and the time step of the evacuation from the room with an
asymmetric obstacle in different initialised pedestrian numbers with values from 0 to 100. Red, dark blue and green lines
stand for f = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9, respectively.
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The static floor field values S of the cells are calculated
by the Manhattan method and are given in table 1. By
looking at the snapshots in figures 9a–9i, it can be seen
that the pedestrians randomly placed in the room have
formed a regular lane between the obstacles on the exit
route and a pedestrian jam occurs in front of the obstacle
instead of the exit.
The graph in figure 10 is obtained from the simulation results of the existing symmetrically positioned
obstacle and shows that for each pheromone evaporation rate, the sudden drop observed in the curves
indicate phase transitions during the evacuation. It
is also understood that due to the geometry of the
obstacles, the pedestrians determine ‘the tendency to
follow’ according to the evacuation lanes rather than the
pheromone.
The values of the static floor field of the cells,
calculated by the Manhattan method, are given in table 1.
The snapshots for this evacuation process, as shown
in figure 11, indicate that the pedestrians form an
evacuation lane along with the exit route. The main
reason for the formation of this lane is the static floor
area values of the cells.

Figure 9. Snapshots of the evacuation with N = 120, f = 0.1, symmetric obstacle and time step 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28
and 32, respectively for 9a–9i.
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Figure 10. The relation between the chemotaxis evaporating
rate and the time step of the evacuation from the room with a
symmetric obstacle in different initialised pedestrian numbers
with values from 0 to 100. Red, dark blue and green lines stand
for f = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9, respectively.
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As shown in the graph of figure 12, if the pheromone
evaporation rate f = 0.9, an unexpected situation is
observed in the evacuation curve, and the increase in the
evaporation rate accelerated the evacuation. This may be
due to the fact that the pedestrians use evacuation lanes
instead of following each other.
Figure 13 shows the effect of the obstacle on the
evacuation when the value of virtual pheromone evaporation rate is set at f = 0.1. As can be seen from
the graph, the asymmetrically positioned obstacle seriously affects the pedestrian escape time as it divides
the exit pathway and causes the pedestrians to concentrate in an area rather than spread out. A phase
transition is observed in the curve of the symmetric
obstacle. There are three phases to be observed in the
pedestrian traffic: free-flow phase, synchronised phase
and jammed phase [71,72]. In the free-flow phase,
the interaction between the pedestrians (the state of
slowing each other) is less and the velocity increases
linearly with intensity. In the synchronised phase,
the flow continues for a long time at a constant
speed – either the speed of the motion gradually slows

Figure 11. Snapshots of the evacuation with N = 120, f = 0.1, no obstacle and time step 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and 32,
respectively for 11a–11i.
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acceleration at the evacuation due to the effect of ‘virtual
pheromone’.
4. Conclusion

Figure 12. The relation between the chemotaxis evaporating
rate and the time step of the evacuation from the room without
an obstacle in different initialised pedestrian numbers with
values from 0 to 100. Red, dark blue and green lines stand for
f = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9, respectively.

In §3, we have discussed the simulation results of the
floor field model inspired by the ant trail model and it
was observed that pedestrians choose the path with the
shortest travel time. However, that is not necessarily the
path with the shortest spatial distance. The purpose was
to investigate the influence of the virtual chemotaxis
evaporating rate and the presence of an obstacle on the
evacuation time.
Inspired by the pheromone used by ants, the
evacuation process was investigated for various values
of the virtual chemotaxis ( f = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9) and the
increase in evaporation rate has been seen to slow down
the evacuation.
In the simulations performed by positioning obstacles
in the room, it has been observed that an obstacle leads
to phase transitions and shortens the evacuation time.
When the obtained phase transition curves are examined, it is observed that the speed of the movement is
gradually slowing down as the number of pedestrians
increases during the process and the evacuation time
increases. There is an irregular acceleration in those
regions, with an increase in the number of pedestrians
before the phase transition. Briefly, the curve has synchronous phase properties before the phase transition.
As a result of the increase in the speed of movement
after the phase transition, the transition from the synchronised phase to the free phase is observed.
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